Primer

1. Why do I need to evaluate my teachers?

Evaluating the performance of your teachers will help them become better. Your feedback will help identify their areas for improvement as well as their strengths. The administrators use your evaluation as part of the basis for making decisions such as loading of subjects, retention, reclassification, promotion and faculty training.

2. What happens if I evaluate my teachers?

First, you will be allowed to proceed to online enlistment (or online selection of subjects for the 2nd term) on July 7-11 if you have assessed online at least one of your teachers. Second, you can only print your EAF only after you have evaluated all your teachers.

3. What if I don’t?

You will not be allowed to print your EAF for the next term.

4. When should I do the online evaluation of my teachers?

You may accomplish the online evaluation of your teachers from July 1 to August 25, 2014 (or from the 7th to 14th week of each term).

5. Where should I do the online evaluation of my teachers?

You can do online evaluation of your teachers anywhere using smartphone, Android tablet, iPad, iPad Mini, laptop computer or desktop computer. Simply access www.benilde.edu.ph/STAR
6. What if I don’t have any of those gadgets?

CLPA made an arrangement with ITD as regards the use of Computer Laboratories as purposely reserved for STAR online evaluation.

7. When do we shift from manual to online faculty evaluation?

The College will transition from manual to online STAR within SY 2014-2015.

8. What happens to the manual faculty evaluation?

In the long run, the online faculty evaluation will replace the room-to-room administered STAR. For the first term of SY 14-15, we will continue the simultaneous administration of the manual and online STAR.

9. Why do I have to evaluate my teachers both manually and through online?

This is a part of a transition process from manual to online evaluation.

10. Why online STAR?

To make faculty evaluation more accessible to students.

11. How long will it take me to evaluate online each teacher?

It will take you approximately 10 minutes per teacher.

12. Can my teachers view my evaluation?

Your teachers have no way of viewing your individual responses because your evaluation will go directly to the database and the system will automatically process the faculty reports.
13. When can my teachers see the evaluation results?

The only time that the teachers can view the results will be after the Final Grades are submitted to the Registrar’s Office.

14. What will I do if I encounter any problem in accessing the system?

Please get in touch with IT Helpdesk (telephone no. 230-5100)

- Taft: locals 1401 or 1402
- SDA: locals 3401 or 3402
- AKIC: locals 2401 or 2402 or 2403